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Background Notebythe Secretariat

1. At its meeting on 4-7 Mvarch 1975, the Group agreed that the secretariat should
distribute background papers relating to the work of each Sub--Group in advance of
the meetings (XN/NNT1Vl, paragraph 11)..

2&, This paper deals .ith:

A. Standards

B. Packaging and labelling, and

Go hiarks of origin.

A. Standards

Document ation on exL stingj_ assures

3. As far as industrial products are concerned, Part 3 of the Inventory of Non-
Tariff' Measures deals with industrial standards; health and safety standards;
and other standards concerning product content (1VJTN/3B/3 and addenda).

4. As far as agricultural products are concerned, the inventory of' sanitary and
phytosanitary regulations notified is contained in 1IT.N/3DOC/9 and addenda.
Notifications in the field of marketing standards are contained in 1i'JN/3E/DOC/12
and addenda.

BacICground jPagerX s

5. Background material will be found in the secretariat note "Non-Tariff Barriers
Arising in the Field of Standards" (C00i.TD/W/191) and in the note on "Non-Tariff
Measures Affecting the Trade of Developing Couxntri es" (1<N/3B/23, pages 5-10). These
notes review the problems in this area, including the special problems faced by
developing countries, and the various proposals for solutions, including those for
extending differential and maore favourable treatment to these countries.
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6. Three secretariat notes were also prepared for Group 31(e). Thesearew
MTN/3E/W3/2; MTN/3EW/lJ and MTN/3E/Wol/26. They review, ihter allia, the relevant
work. already done in the GATT, the concepts on which this work was based and some
aspects of the applicability of the work done on standards to agridilture.

?.opopedsolutions

7. During the preparatory phase of the negotiations, a large measure. of agreement
was reached, on an ad ref:re.d'mi basis, on the text of a proposed GATT Code of
Conduct for Preventing Techniical Barriers to Trade (often referred to as "the
Standards Code"). The text of the proposed code and the report commenting on the
text are reproduced in Appendix 1 to the present documents

Relevant workofmother inteonational organizations

8. It will be recalled that the Group which drew up the Standards Code agreed
that "if and when widely accepted definitions were arrived at, their applicability
for the purpose of the Code. should be examined" (see Appendix 1, paragraph 15 of
Report). The third meeting of Government Officials Responsible for Standardization
Policies, held in June 1974 in the context of the Economic Commissio'n for Europe
(at which several non-European countries were also represented), adopted..a -list of
definitions. These, and three additional definitions agreed by a group of' experts
in January 1975, are reproduced in Appendix 2 to the present paper. Work is
continuing in close co-operation with the International Organization for
Standardization (ISO) on further definitions especially in-the field of
certification.

Main issues

9. The previous discussions, including the discussion held at the meeting of the
Group 'Non-Tariff Measures" an 4-7 March 1975, related, inter alia, to the following
main issues. It will be recalled that the Sub-Group "should draw up general
rules in the area of standards and that the applicability of these rules to
health and sanitary regulations concerning agriculture and tropical products
should be examined by Groups' Agriculturet and TTropical Products1" (MTN/NDM/1,
paragraph 2).

(a) Should the working hypothesis adopted during the preparatory phase
that tithe solution could take the form of a binding code" be
maintained?

(b) Should the text, of "the Standards Code" contained in the Appendix be
simplified? If so, how?

(c) Should the definitions in the text be reviewed, inter alia, in the
light of the BCE definitions?
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(a) Should the working hypothesis adopted during the preparatory phase
be maintained that "benefits .under the Code would accrue as of right
solely to other adherents, without these benefits having to be extended
to contracting parties which do not adhere to the Code". (See
paragraph 8 of Report in Appendix 1).

(e) Are the provisions in the text which are designed to meet the particular
problems of developing countries (e.g. Sections 16 and 17) adequate?

(f) Hlow could developing countries undertake obligations in this area, it
being understood that any obligations would have to be consistent with
their individual development, financial and trade needs? (See
paragraph 23 of IWrN/3B/23).

(g) What provisions should there be regarding the opening of:

(i) quality assurance systems and arrangements to suppliers from
countries which are not members of the systems or arrangements
(see Section 9(e) and (W), Section 13(f) and (1), and Section 20(d)
of the text), and

(ii) in the case of regional quality assurance systems and arrangements,
to governments which are not members of the systems and arrange-
ments (see Section 13(h)(ii))?

(h) How should standards not applied by central government bodies be dealt
with in the text?

(i) Should the Code apply to existing standards and quality assurance systems
or not? If so, how should the relevant provisions be drafted? (See
paragraph 14 of the Report and Section 20 of the Code).

(j) What should be the powers of the proposed Conmittee for Preventing
Technical Barriers to Trade, and what should be its relation to the
GATT? (See paragraph 12 of the Report and Section 19 of the Code).

(k) What provisions should be made regarding the settlement of disputes?

(1.) Should sanctions be provided for in the Code? If so, should it be
possible for adherents to suspend obligations,

(i) under the Code, and

(ii) under the General Agreement?
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(m) What provisions should be jhc2:-ied concerning participants in the
negotiations which are riot con'.Lacting parties to the GATT?

(n) How should the Final Provisions contained in Section 22 of the text be
drafted? In particular, what provisions should govern the entry into
force of the text?

Be Fakig and labeln

DocuMentation on existig mesles

10. Part 3, Section D of the Invento7.y of Non-Tariff Measures (MTN/3B/3 and
addenda) contains a few notifications of problems created by packaging and
labelling requirements which reJ.ate to industrial products0

ll. Notifications relating to the packaging and labelling of agricultural products
are contained in MTN/3E/DOC/12 ani addeo3.aa

Bucka~round notes

12. Background material will be fbt'mnd in a note by the secretariat on packaging,
Labelling and Marking (CCMJIND/fw,/J24 and a secretariat note on Non-Tariff
Measures Affecting the, Trade of Develop.iTg Countries (MTn/3B/23, pages 14 to 19).

opsed solutions

13. During the preparatory phases Grop 3(b) clarified the problems in this area
and discussed the approach to be a&.p-in the negotiations. The Groupts report
on this discussion is contained n 2.2, paragraphs /44 to 56,

Relevant wark of other internat ttons

14.. A note by the secretariat on the woA& of other organizations is contained
in MIN/3B/17.

Main issues

15. The previous discussions, imclud:Lng the discussion held at the meeting of the
Group '"Non-Tar.ff Measures" o-n 4-7 Mar'ch 1975, related., e rajLa to the
following main issues:

(a) What should be the baoic ob~ie3cti~ves of the negotiations in this area?
What approach should be us:,? Should the problems be dealt with via
general rules or should thay be dealt with product group by product group?
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(b) If the problems are to be dealt with via general rules, should these
be:

(i) the rules of the Standards Code, suitably modified if necessary,
or

(ii) separate rules?

(C.) On what basis should developing countries participate in the negotiations
in terms of the advantages they might obtain and-the contribution they
might make?

C, Marks ofprgj

Doumnation on xstina measures

16. Part 3, Section D of the Inventory of Non-Tariff Measures relates,
inter alia, to marks of origin on industrial, products (MTN/3B/3, and addenda)0

Bk und notes

17. Background material will be found in a note by the secretariat on
Packaging, Labelling and Marking (CoiM.IND/W/124) and a secretariat note on
Non-Tariff Measures Affecting the Trade of Developing Countries (MTN/3B/23,
pages 14 to l9).

Pro osed solutions

18. A number of suggestions were made during the preparatory phase (see L/3496,
paragraphs 31 and 32 on page 61). It was suggested, inter alia, that a solution
could be based on the 1958 GATT Recommendation (see Appendix 3).

Main issues

19, Previous discussions have related, inter alia, to the following main issues:

(a) Should the approach be based on a further elaboration of the 1958
GATT Recommendation? If not, what alternative approach should be adopted?

(b) Simould the solution take the form of a recommendation or a binding code?

(c) On what basis should developing countries participate in the negotiations,
in terms of the advantages t1hey might obtain and the contribution they
might make?
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Report

1. The Working Group was instructed to elaborate, on an ad referendum basis, concrete
solutions to problems within the area of product standards and quality assurance systems.

2. The Working Group :accordingly heldan extensive, series of meetings under the
chairmanship of Mr. P.T. Eastham (Canada) during which it drew up the text annexed
to.this report.

3. The Working Group reached a large measure of agreement on the text but differences
of view still existed in some areas, Sections 9 and 13 having proved to be thQ most
difficult in the operative provisions.. The Working Group could have continued to
refine the text but it regretfully caame to the conclusion that it had taken its work
as far, as it usefully could at the present stage. Where differences of view remained
it limited itself to setting out as clearly as possible what the alternatives were.

4. The Working Grou.p recommended that administrations should examine (a) the
outstanding issues with a viow to finding mutually acceptable solutions to thexn at the
appropriate time, and (b) the implications arising from the acceptance of tho
instrument.

5. Some delegations from developing countries stated that thoir main objective was
to draw up a cliear, non-discrriminaeory code for preventing technAcal barriers to trade
and underlined the interest of developing countries in the code both as exporters and
as importers.

6. In drawing up the text of tho instrunment, the Group has adopted a number of
working hypotheses. The first is that the solution could take the form of a contrac-
tual codo. Somo delegations stated that it was not within the province of the
Working Group to deterrine the precise character of the obligations envisaged in the
text and they had agreed to work on tho draft of a contractual codoe, both for reasons
of convenience and because the draft could also servo as a basis for othor types of
approach, such as a voluntary code) a set of principle, etc., if one of these solu-
tions were preferred.

7. The text annexed takes the form of a separate instrument, a number of provisions
of which are inevitably related to the Genera:l Lgroement. It was the opinion of one
delegation that the noted for provisions respecting anmnclaents and withdrawals mid

1Originally issued as COMMIMA/W/lO and Corr.l.
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texts of such provisions ifrequired could not be determined until the relation-
ship between the Code and the General Agreement had b6en established. Accordingly
this delegation reserves its position with respect to Section 22(d) and (e).

8. The Group has also worked on the hypothesis that benefits under the Code
would accrue as of right solely to other adherents, without these benefits having
to be extended to contracting parties which did not adhere to the Code.

9. Some delegations stated that the text took the form of a draft of a binding
code which could, if. the case arose., impose different levels of &bligations for
the preparation and application of mandatory standards,' volumtary standards and
quzity' assurance systems; they noted that, in particular, this resulted.in sub-
stkaitial inequality as between countries with a federal structure and countries
with a unitary structure, because of the fact. that in the former many of these
regulatory provisions are within the competence of the constituent States, while
in the latter most of them are within the exclusive competence of the central
Government. These delegations said that these disparities of situation were
likely to have important consequences.

10. One delegation stated that the present text, of the Code imposed different
levels of obligations for the preparation and application of mandatory standards,
voluntary standards and quality assurance systemras, which might have important
consequences in the future. This imbalance in obligations was especially acute
for this country where all standards were mandatory. AThis: delegation considered
that the levels of obligations for adherents should be the same in mandatory and
voluntary standard areas and therefore found it necessary to maintain its general
reservation in this respect.

ll1 Other delegations pointed out that the balance of obligations as between
different adherents depended on a number of factors, including the number of
standards affected., whether they are mandatory or voluntary, and the size of the
adherents market. They said that assessments of balance could not be made until
the text of a code was finally agreed. However, it appeared to them that, unlike
some other non-tariff areas, product standards might be one where there was a
possibility for sufficient balance to enable implementation of a code prior to
the conclusion of the broader trade negotiations.

12. The Working Group could not agree on the institutional provisions contained
in Sections 19 and 21 of the attached text. For instance some delegations said
the Group could not usefully deal with the question of the powers of the
Committee provided for in Section 19 since this was a problem of a Much wider
scope. The Working Group noted furthermore that the relationship between the
Committee and the General Agreement was one matter that remained to be decided.
In this regard some delegations suggested that the CONThE CTING PARTIES be
requested to establish the Committee, if only to provide for the expenses of the
Committee to be financed by the GATT. Some delegations said that, if the
CONTRACTING PARTIES established the Committee, this could imply that disagreements
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which persisted in the Committee would be referred to the CONTRACTING PARTIES.
Some delegattons said that, as Section 19 was worded in the attached text, either
the Camnmittew would not be empowered to take decisions, or any decisions by the
Committee would be taken unanimously. Other members said that their interpretation
of the present text was that decisions would be taken by consensus rather than
unanimity.

13. Some delegations said that a decision regarding Sections 21(C)(iii) and (d)
dealing with sanctions went beyond the competence of the Working Group. Other
delegations considered that such provisions should be included in the text. One
delegation said that the question of sanctions was directly related to the
problem of devising equitable procedures for administering such sanctions. This
delegation suggested that the establishment of a board of arbitration with the
power of taking decisions was one possible solution, rather than the procedures
set out in Sections 21(c)(iii) and (d). This delegation thought that, if no equit-
able procedure could be agreed, there should be no sanctions. Anotherdelegation
suggested that provision be made for a panel with the power of making reccmmen-
dations and an alternative text to this effect is set out under Section 21. Some
delegations underlined the importance of devising procedures for the settlement
of disputes; they envisaged that such procedures would not necessarily have to
involve sanctions.

14. Some delegations said that drafting retroactive provisions such as contained
in Section 20 would, inte go :further than the Protocol of Provisional
Application went with regard to the General Agreement itself. Furthermore, the
problem of retroactivity stretched considerably beyond the standards field itself.
In addition, retroactivity would have different consequences depending upon
whether changes in laws or changes in executive provisions were involved.

15. The Group agreed that if and when widely accepted definitions were arrived
at, their applicability for the purpose of the Code should be examined.

16. The Group noted that the coverage of the text was not restricted to
industrial products and that the Agriculture Committee had expressed the wish to
review the applicability of the text to agricultural products.
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PREAMBLE1

The adherents to this Code,

Desiringto further the objectives of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade;

Recognizing the important contribution that international standards and
quality assurance systems and arrangements can make in this regard by improving
efficiency of production and facilitating the conduct of international trade;

Desiring therefore to encourage the development of such international
standards and quality assurance systems andaarrangements;

Desiring however to ensure that standards and methods for assuring conforty
with standards do not create obstacles to international trade;

Recognizing that no country should be prevented from takig measures
necessary for the protection of human, animal or plant life or health, environment
and national security, or for the prevention of deceptive practices;

Recognizing the contribution which international standardization can make to
the transfer of technology from developed to developing countries;

Reco-nizi4g that developing countries may encounter special difficulties in
the formulation and application of standards and methods for assuring conformity
with standards, and desiring to assist them in their endeavors in this regard;

Hereby agree as follows:

I. DEFINITIONS

1. The terms defined in Annex 1 shall, for the purposes of this Code, have the
meanings ascribed to them there.

1This text is of an indicative nature only s~ice the preamble in its
definitive form would need to reflect the final juridical status and content of
the instrument.
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II. OPERATIVEPROVISIONS

A. STANDARDS

2. Preparation, adoption and use of mandatory standards-by centralgovernment
bodies

(a) Adherent; shall ensure that mandatory standards are not prepared,
adopted or applied with a view to creating obstacles to international trade. They
shall likewise ensure that neither mandatory standards themselves nor their
application have the effect of creating an unjustifiable obstacle to international
trade.

(b) Where mandatory standards are required and relevant international
standards exist or their completion is imminent, adherents shall use them, or the
relevant parts of them, as a basis for the mandatory standards, except where such
international standards or relevant parts are inappropriate for the adherents
concerned.

(c) With a view to harmonizing their mandatory standards on as wide a basis
as possible, adherents shall play a full part within the limits of their resources
in the preparation by appropriate international standards bodies of international
standards for products for which they either have adopted, or expect to adopt,
mandatory standards.

(d) Where appropriate, adherents shall specify mandatory standards in terms
of performance rather than detailed design.

(e) Except where the technical content of the proposed mandatory standard
is substantially the same as the technical content of an international standard,
adherents shall:

(i) publish a notice at an appropriate stage that they are working on- a
particular mandatory standard;

(ii) notify the GATT secretariat of the products to be covered, including a
brief indication of the objective of the proposed mandatory standard;

(iii) provide particulars or copies of draft mandatory standards, on request,
to other adherents;

(iv) allow reasonable time for comment;

(v) take account of comments they may receive from other adherents.

(f) However, where urgent problems of safety, health, environmental
protection or national security exist, adherents may omit such of the steps in
paragraph (e) of this section as they find necessary. In that event, they shall
take account of comments they may subsequently receive from other adherents in
considering whether to initiate amendments.
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(g) Adherents shall publish all mandatory standards which have been adopted
by their central government bodies

(h) Except wherethere are urgent problems of public safety, health,
environmental protection or national security, adherents shall allow a reasonable
interval between the publication of the mandatory standard and its entry into
force in-brder to allow time for producers ineporting countries to adapt their
products or ethods of production to the requirements of the importing country.

(j) Adherents shall use all. reasonable means within their power to ensure
that regional standards bodies in which they are members comply
with the provisions of paragraphs (a) to kh) inclusive olf this section so far as
they are applicable.

(k) Adherents which ar'e members of regional standards bodies
shall fuLfil: the obligations of paragraphs (a) to (h) inclusive of this section,
except to the extent that the regional standards bodies have fulfilled these
obligations.

3.. Preparationrad~tion and use of mndatory Add b lc H e
bodies and regulatorE bodies other thax3 central-overnment bodies

Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their powerto ensure that
local government bodies and regulatory bodies other than central government bodies
within their territories comply with the provisions of Section 2 with the
exception of 2(e)(ii: ).

4. Pre-paration, adoption and use of voluntary standards

(a) Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure
that voluntarily standards are not prepared, adopted or applied with a view to
creating obstacles to international trade. They shall likewise use all reasonable
means within their power to ensure `atia neitherithe voluntary standards
themselves, nor their application have the effect of creating an unjustifiable
obstacle to international trade.

(b) With a view to harmonizinn- voluntary standards on as wide a basis as
possible, adherents shall cooperate, within the limits of their resources, in the
preparation by appropriate international standards bodies of international
standards, and shall encourage the local government bodies, regulatory bodies
other than central government bodies, and voluntary standards bodies within their
territories to do likewise.

(c) Where voluntary standards are required and relevant international
standards exist 0o-±their complet.7on is imminent, adherents shall use all, reasonable
means within their power to ensure that, these international standards, or the
relevant parts of them. are used as a basis for the voluntary standards, except
where such international standards or relevant parts are inappropriate for the
adherents concerned.
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(d) Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure
that where aspects of a product are, or are likely to be, subject to a mandatory
standard by a central government body, any voluntary standard which is to cover
those aspects is suitable in form and content for use in. whole or in part for the
purpose of that mandatory standard.

(e) Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure
that, where appropriate, voluntary standards are specified in terms of performance
rather than detailed design requirements.

(f) Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure
that, except where the technical content of the proposed voluntary standard is
substantially the same as the technical. content of an international standard, the
bodies preparing voluntary standards within their territories:

(i) publish a notice at an appropriate stage that they are working on a
particular voluntary standard;

(ii) provide particulars or copies of draft standards, on request, to
interested parties in other adherents;

(iii) allow reasonable time for comment; and

(iv) take account of comments they may receive from interested parties in
other adherents.

(g) However, where a voluntary standard is prepared for the purpose of
meeting an urgent problem of safety, health or environmental protection any of the
steps in paragraph (f) cf this section may be omitted, if necessary. In that
event, adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure that
the body preparing the voluntary standard takes account of comments it may
subsequently receive from interested parties in other adherents.

(h) Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure
that all voluntary standards adopted by bodies within their territories are
published.

(j) Adherents shall use aLL reasonable means within their power to ensure
that regional standards bodies of which either they or bodies within their
territories are members comply with the provisions of (a) to (h) inclusive of
this section so far as they are applicable.

(k) Adherents, or bodies within their territories which are members of
regional standards bodies, shall fulfil the provisions of paragraphs (a)
to (h) inclusive of this section, except to the extent that the regional standards
bodies have fulfilled these obligations.
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B. CONFORMITY WITH STANDARDS

5. Test mehodIsan dninta Y u e for de x iormi t
with mandate. ta daras cL cenrlovernment bodies

(a) Adherents shallL ensujIr2e that test methods and administrative procedures
for determining conforImity with mandatory standards of central government bodies
are not prepared, adopted or applie-d with a view to creating obstacles to
international trade. They shall likew-rise ensure that neither the test methods
and administrative procedures themselves nor their application have the effect
of creating an unjustifiabl e obstaLocle to international trade.

(b) Adherent s shall ensuzie that, where test methods are -to be used by a
central government body for the purpose o.f determining conformity with mandatory
standards, the test methods 'a.re either:

(i) defined i 'thae'mpndatory stmaidards; or

(ii) defined in some other published document which is indicated in the
!.'elevant standad.

The provisions of Section 2 shall apply to test methods in the same wa.y as
to the mandatory standards themsel';'es.

(c) Adherents shall ensure that the administrative procedures to be used
by a central government body for determining conformity with mandatory standards
are published,

(d). Adh-erentss shall ensure that their test methods and administrative
procedures arc suc;h a's. to pearmt-it so far as practicable the tests to be carried
out in the territories of other adherents,

(e) In deto'.ininI.Lng conforlnmity Ili->h mandatory staandards., adherents should
permit the use of test metlods which dif`.or from their own., provided the importing
adherent is .s tisfied '.liat the emorting adherent Is methods provide an equS.valent
means of detez'mining whathor the productss tested conform to the relevant mandatory
standard.

6. Assurance of c tv rithr, sandards of ntral-oovementie

(a) Iw cases whare a pcsiti've. assurance is required that imported products
conform with a mandatory standard, adherents shall , whenever possible,

(i) e:Ly upon declarations by suppliers in the territories of other
adherents that their products conform to the relevant mandatory
stand.ard, ori

(ii) accept assurances of conformity with the relevant mandatory standard
provided bar quality assurance bodies in the territories of other
adherents, or
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(iii) allow tests to be carried out in the territories of other adherents or

(iv) use any combination of the above.

(b) To the extent that one or other of the methods provided for in
paragraph (a) of this section has not been implemented and tests are carried out
in the territory of the importing adherent, adherents shall apply the following
provisions:

(i) imported products shall be accepted for testing under conditions no
less favourable than those accorded to similar domestic products;

(ii) the test methods and administrative procedures for imported products
shall be no more complex and no less expeditious than the corresponding
methods and procedures for similar domestic products in a comparable
situation;

(iii) any fLees imposed for testing products bf other adherents shall be
equitable in relation to anly fees chargeable for testing similar
domestic products;

(iv) the results of tests shall be made available to the exporter or importer
or their agents, if requested, so that corrective action may be taken
if necessary;

(v) .the siting of-testing facilities and the selection of samples for
testing shall not be such as to cause unjustifiable inconvenience for
importers;

(vi) the confidentiality of information about imported products arising from.
or supplied in connexion wi th such tests shall be respected in the same
way as-for domestic products,

(c) Nothing in this section shall prevent adherents from carrying out
reasonable spot checks within their territories.

7. Conformiy with mendatdorystandards of locelornment bodies and
egatr bodies otheothaentrl government bodies

Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure that
local government bodies, ead regulatory bodies other than central government bodies,
within their territories comply with the provisions of Sections 5 and 6 as regards:

(i) their test methods and ad .nistrative procedures for determining con-
formity with their mandatory standards, and

1Some delegations proposed the following text for (b)(vi) "if so requested,
the confidentiality of information about imported products arising from or supplied
in connexion with such tests shall be respected except where problems of safety
or health arise". Other delegations pointed out that this proposed text might
require that better treatment be given to foreign suppliers than to domestic
suppliers.
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(ii) the provision of assurances of conformity with their mandatory
standards.

8. Conformity with voluntary standards

Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure that
quality assurance bodies within their territories, whether governmental or non-
governmental, comply with the provisions of Sections 5 Fund 6 as regards:

(i) their test methods and administrative procedures for determining
conformity with voluntary standards, and

(ii) the provision of assurances of conformity with voluntary standards,
substituting the word "voluntary" for "mandatory" throughout and
substituting "Section 4" :for "Section 21" in Section 5(b).

QUALITY ASSURANCE SYSTEMS

Quality assurance systems for assuring conformity with mandatory stadard
of central government bodies

(a) Adherents shall ensure that quality assurance systems operated by their
central government bodies, or quality assurance systems on which they rely for
assuring conformity with their mandatory standards, are not formulated or applied
with a view to creating obstacles to international trade. They shall likewise
ensure that neither such quality assureace systems themselves nor their application
have the effect of creating an unjustifiable obstacle to international trade.

(b) Mandatory standards and test methods employed in connexion with any
quality assurance system shall be prepared and adopted in accordance with the
relevant provisions of' Sections 2 and 5. The system shall conform to the
requirements of Section 6.

(c) Adherents shall ensure that such systems are formulated from the out-
set with a view to their application not only to domestic products but also to
seillar products produced in the territories of other adherents.

(d) Adherents shall:

(i) publish a notice at an appropriate stage that they propose to introduce
a quality assurance system;

(ii) notify the GATT secretariat of the products to be covered, including a
brief indication of the objective of the proposed system;

(iii) provide particulars or copies of the proposed rules of the system, on
request, to other adherents;
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(iv) allow reasonable time for comment
(v) take account of comments they may receive from other adherents, both

regardiEg the formiulation of the system and, subsequently., regarding
its application; and

(vi) publish all rules of such system.

(e) ZAdherents shall ensure that such systems are open to suppliers of
similar products produced in the territories of other adherents at the same time
as they, are opened to dmestic suppliers, and under conditions no less favourable
than those accorded to domestic suppliers.

Adherents shall ensure that, as soon as such systems are operational they
are open to suppliers of similar products produced in the territories of other
adherents on the same basis as to domestic suppliers ,shen it has been established
that such suppliers are able and willing to ful-fil the corresponding obligations

(f) The provisions of paragraph (e) of this Section are subject to the
qualifications that if for particular reasons it is considered inadvisable or
in practical to open such a system to suppliers in the territories of all other
adherents from the outset, its application may be limited in the initial stages

lO, it assurance systems of ceta rmn oisfo s~igcnomt
with voluntartadard

Adherents shall ensure that quality assurance systems of their central
government bodies for assuring conformity to voluntary standards comply with 'the
provisions of Section 9 substituting "voluntaryrl for "mandatory" throughout and
"Sections 4 end 8t1 for "Sections 2 and 511 and "Section 8" for "Section 6" in
section 9(b)
11.eguality assranc ems for assurin onformi vjith mandatory standards

of-local vermient bodies and regulatory bodies other than 'central
government bodies

Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure that
any quality assurance systems operated by local government bodies, or by regulatory
bodies other than central government quality assurance bodies within their

Some delegations proposed the deletion of Section 9(f).
2He delegation proposed that Section 10 be merged with Section 12 and taat

the level of obligation used in Section 12 apply. Some other delegations could
accept this or the existing text.
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territories, comply with the provisions of Section 9 above, substituting
"Sections 3 and 7" for "Sections 2 and 5" and "Section 7" for "Section 6" in
Section 9(b).

12. Sde bodies other than central Government
bodies forss onf o it, with luntary standards

Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure that
systems operated by governmental or non-governmental quality assurance bodies
other than central government bodies within their territories, for assuring
conformity with voluntary standards, ccniply with the provisions of Section 9
above, substituting "voluntary standards" for "mandatory standards" throughout
and "Sections 4 and 8i! for "iSections 2 a:md 5"; and "Section 8" for "Section 6" in
Section 9(b).
13. International aasuae systems and arrangnts

for assurintgoformitv 'ith mandator standards of -which central
government bodies are members._ rticipants

(a) Where positive assurances, other than by the supplier, of conformity
-with mandatory standards are required,- adherentts shall wherever practicable,
formulate and become members of, or participate in international quality
assurance systems or arrangements,

(b-)- Adherents shall rose all reasonable means 'within their power to ensure
that international quality assurance systems or arrangements in which their
central government bodies are members or participants comply -with the requirements
of paragraphs (c) to (g) inclusive of this Section.

(c) International quality assurance systems or arrangements shall not be
formulated or applied with a view to creating obstacles to international trade;
and neither the systems or arrangements themselves nor their application shall
have-.the...effect.of creating unjustifiable obstacles to- international trade.

(d) Interhatibn'al. quality ass-r?.nce systems or arrangements shall be
formulated from the outset with a view to affording an equal opportunity for
membership or participation to all.adherents. With this in mind:

(i) the sole criterion for membership or participation in such systems
or arrangements shall be that the appropriate regulatory body of the
adherent concerned is able and willing to fulfil thle obligations of
membership or participationl and

(ii) the sole criterion for the acceptability of assurances from members or
participants of conLformity with mandatory standards under such systems
or arrangements shall be the technical competence and reliability, of
the quality assurance body, which may be situated in the territory of
any member or participant and may assure the quality of the products
of any other adherent.
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(e.) mandatory standards and test methods employed in connexion with inter-
national quality assurance systems or arrangements shall be prepared and adopted
in accordance with the relevant provisions of Sections 2 and 5. The systems or
arrangements shall conform with the requirements of Section 6.

(f) International quality assurance systems or arrangements shall be open
to suppliers of similar products produced in the territories of other adherents
which are not members of, or participants in the systems or arrangements at the
same time as they are opened to suppliers in the territories of members of the
systems or arrangements, and under conditions no less favourable than those
accorded to suppliers in the territories of members of the systems or arrangwents.

(g) In formulating and implementing international quality assurance systems
or arrangements:

(i) a notice shall be published at an appropriate stage of the intention to
introduce a system or arrangement;

(ii) the GXLTT secretariat shall be notified of the products to be covered,
including a brief indication of the objective .of the proposed system or
arrangement;

(iii)an equal opportunity shall be given to all adherents to take part in
the formulation of the proposed system or arrangement;

(iv) particulars or copies of the proposed rules of the system or arrangement
shall be provided on request to other adherents;

(v) reasonable time shall be allowed for comment;

(vi) account shall be taken of comments received from any adherents both
regarding the formulation of the system or arrangement and, subsequerntly,
regarding its application; and'

(vii) all rules of the system or arrangement shall be published.

(h) Ldherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure
that regional quality assurance systems or arrangements of which their central
government bodies are members,

Some delegations proposed that this paragraph and paragraph (1) of this
section be deleted.
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(i) comply With the provisions of paragraph (c) to (g) inclusive of this
Section, vwitMh the exception of paragraph (g) (iii); and

(ii) are open -.; p 4rticiptiac.n by al1. a-.;erent.s at the same time as, and
uinde r onditcic:ns no less favcura'ble thbwa those accorded to members of
the systems or. arrangements]

Are open to participation bhy a.ll adherents as soon as the systems or
arrarnagments become operation-al. on the same :bsis as to members of the
systems or arrangerrients w.hen it- l'has been eestablished that such adherents
are able ',.nnd 1i.l-1inr to fulfil thne correspondcing obligations. This is
subject to the onalificati-on tihat if foxr 'articular reasons it is
conwideroed Prdvisable o- impracticable to open such systems or arrange-
mentus to' pa.rticiption byN7 all adherenilts f'romn 'the ovitset, participation
may be limited in the initial stages]

(j) 'A regional qua-lit,-y assuran'eo system or arrangement can be transformed
into an interna-t ional quality assurance system or arrangement if the procedures
set forth in paragraph (g) of thnis section are -folloaved.

(k) An adherent t.hich is a member or participant in an international or
regional quality assurance system or arrangement shall take the act.Ions prescrLbed
in paragraphs (g) (i), (ii), .(iv) and (vii ) of this section to the extent that
these have not been taken in the context of the system or arrangement.

(1) An adherent which is a member or participant in an international or
reg'io=al quality assurance system or arrangeriient iohich does not comlpJ..y with
paragraph (f) of this section; shall ensure that products 'produced in the
territories of' other adherents receive treatment no less favourable than that
accorded to the mroducts of domestic suppliers.

14 ja-- Ll-Ma-I'A --aie.rtaL

acoaranmL ti j bod.Iies are or m19rtFo:,:asr'tr~ini.xnts':' -ith
n.an-YRd~itor stae*r.-rds

Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure that
international or regional. quality assura.ance systemss or arrangeiaents for assuring
conformity vuith mnanastory standards and. cf which their local government bodies
or regulatory bodies other than central govsr;-mnt bodies are members or
participants. conform to the provisions of Section 13c subst,-tuting iSectiors 3
and 7i for "Sections 2 and 5" and "'Section 7i for iSection 61" in Section 13(e).

1Some delegations proposed tbat this paragraph and paragraph (f) of this
section be deleted,
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15. Itassuranceksostems or arrangements for
assour nrds

1Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure that
international or regional quality assurance systems or arrangements for assuring
conformity with voluntary standards, and of which governmental or non-govermental
quality assurance bodies within their territories are members or participants,
conform to the provisions of Section 13, substituting "voluntary standards" for
ffmandDatory standards" throughout and "Sections 4 and 8'" for "Sections 2 and 5" and
"Section 8" for "Section 6", in Section 13(e).

D. INFOJ4ATION AMN ASSISTANCE

16. Information about mandatory-andva
tem or ag cents

(a) Each adherent shall ensure that an enquiry point exists which is able
to answer all reasonable enquiries from interested parties in other adherents
regarding

(i) any mandatory or voluntary standards adopted or proposed by central or
local government bodies within its territory or by regional organizations
of which such bodies are members, or participants, together with the
associated test methods and administrative procedures,

(ii) any quality assurance system, or proposed quality assurance system,
which is operated by central or local government bodies or by regulatory
bodies other than central government bodies within its territory or of
which such bodies are members or participants,

(iii) the location of notices published pursuant to this Code, or to provide
information as to where su. h details can be iotained, and

(iv) the location of the enquiry points mentioned in Section 16(b).

(b) Each adherent shall use all reasonable means within its power to ensure
that one or more enquiry points exist which are able to answer all reasonable
enquiries from interested parties-in other adherents regarding

(i) the standards and test methods adopted or proposed by voluntary standards
bodies within its territory or by regional organization of which such
bodies are members or participants, and

(ii) any quality assurance systems operated by non-governmental quality
assurance bodies within its territory or of which such bodies are
members or participants,
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(e) Adherents shall use all reasonable means within their- power no.. ensure
that where copies of documents are requested by other adherents,: or by. interested
parties in other adherents, in accordance with the provisions of this Code, they
are supplied at the same price (if any) as to the nationals of the adherents
concerned.

(d) The GATT secretariat will, when it receives notifications in accordance
with the provisions of this Code, circulate a list of the products and countries
concerned to all adherents and interested international standards bodies and draw
the attention of developing adherents to any notifications relating to products
of particular interest to them.

(e) Nothing in this Code shall be construed as requiring:

(i) the publication of texts other than through the recognized channels of
the organizations concerned or other than in the language of the country
of origin,

(ii) the provision of particulars or copies of drafts other than in the
language of the country of origin, or

(iii) adherents to furnish any information the disclosure of which they
consider contrary to their essential security interests,

(M) Notifications to the GATT secretariat shall be in English or French.

17. Technical assistance to other adherents

(a) Adherents shall, if requested, advise other adherents, especially the
developing countries, on the preparation of mandatory standards.

(b) Adherents shall, if requested, advise other adilerents, especially the
developing countries, and should consider requests for technical assistance from
them regarding the establishment of national standards bodies and participation in
the international standards bodies, and shall encourage their national standards
bodies to do likewise.

(c) Adherents shall, if requested, use all reasonable means within their
power to arrange for the regulatory bodies within their territories to advise
other adherents especially the developing countries and should consider requests
for technical assistance from them regarding:

(i) the establishment of regulatory bodies, quality assurance bodies or
other arrangements for providing an assurance of conformity with
mandatory standards, and

(ii) the methods by which their mandatory standards can best be met.
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(d) Adherents shall, if requested, use all reasonable means within their
power to arrange for advice to be given to other adherents, especially the
developing countries,. and should consider requests for technical assistance from
them 'regarding the establishment of quality assurance bodies or other arrangement:
for providing an assurance of confornity with voluntary standards adopted within
the territories of the requesting adherent.

(e) Adherents shall, if requested, advise other adherents, especially the
developing countries, and should consider requests for technical assistaxnce trcm
them regarding the steps that should be taken by their producers, 'if they wish to
take part in quality assurance systems operated by governmental or non-governniente
bodies within the territories of the adherent receiving the request.

(f) Adherents which are members or participants of international- or regional
quality.assurance systems or arrangements shall, if requested, advise other-
adherents, especially the developing countries, and should consider requests for
techniical- assistance from them regarding the establishment of the institutiions
and:legal framework which would enable them to fulfil the obligations of member-
ship or participation in such systems or arrangements.

(g) Adherents shall, if so requested encourage quality assurance bodies
within. their territories, if such bodies -are members or participants of
international .or regional quality assurance systems or arrangements to advise
other adherents, especially the developing countries, and should consider requests
for technical assistance from them regarding the establishment of the institutions
which would enable the relevant bodies within their territories to fulfil the
obligations of membership or participation.

E. AMNDIMTS TO MANDATORY OR VOLUNTARY STANDARDS AND
ULT SSR1C SYSTMIS ORj ARNGEIvMNTS

18. Amendment'sto mandatory or voluntary standards and quality assurances stems
or arrangements

All 'references in this Code to mandatory or voluntary standards, test methods
and quality assurance systems or arrangements shall be.construed to include any
amendments thereto including any-additions to the rules.f, or products covered
by, such systems or arrangements - other than amendments of an insignificant
nature.

III. OTHER PROVISIONS

19. The Committee for PreventingTechnical Barriers to Trade

(a) The adherents to this Code shall establish a Committee for Preventing
Technical Barriers to Trade composed of representatives of the adherents to this
Code. The Comnmttee shall normally meet. once each 'year for the purpose of
affording adherents to this Code the opportunity of consulting on matters relating
to the implementation of the Code.
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20. Aplication

(a) This Cde shall apply to all mandatory standards,. voluntary standards
and quality assurance system prepared or adopted by any governental or non-
governmental body within 'the territories of each adbherett after the date upon
which the Code becomes effective for th adherent concerned.

(b) To the extent that existing mandatory standards or quality assurance
systems of central government boediess create an unjustifiable obstacle to inter-
national trade, adherents shall bring them into conformity with the operative
provisions of this Code as soon as possible after the date upon which the- Code
becomes effective for the adherent concened.-

(c) To the extent that any existing mandatory and voluntary standards or
quality assurance systems (other than those already provided for in paragraph (b)
of this Section) create an unjustifiable obstacle to international trade,
adherents shall use all reasonable means within their power to ensure that they
are brought into.conformity with the operative provisions of this Code as soon as
possible after the date upon which the Code becomes effective for the adherent
concerned.

(d) If adherents, or bodies within their territories, operate or are members
of' ex-isting international or regional quality assurance systems or arrangements
(other than those already provided for in paragraph (b) of this Section), they
shall use all reasonable means within their Dower to enLsure that such .system.x or
arrangements are opened to other adherents o,or to bodies or suppliers within the
territories of other adheren'sj in accordance with the operative provisions of
this Code as soon as possible after the Code becoiaes effective for the adherent
concerned.

21. Enforcment

(a) If any adherents considers that any benefit accruing to it from the
implementation of this Code is being nu;lified or irapaired by any other adherent,
or if any adherent wishes to raise ,ay other Matter affecting the izq ljmentation
of this Code with any other adherent, other adherents shall accord sympathetic
consideration to, and afford adequate opportunity for consultation regarding such
representations as may be made by that adherent.

(b) If no mutually satisfaetor-y solution is reached between the adherents
concerned within a reasonable time, the matter may be refen'ed to the Committee
for Preventing Tcchnical Barriers to Trade set. up under Section 19.

(c) The Committee for Preventing Technical Barviers 'to Trade shall promptly
investigate any matter referred to it undhr paragraph (b) of this Section and may,
as part of the investigation' consult with any-contracting party or with any
competent body. After the investigation is coimplete'the Committee may:

(i) make a statement concerning the facts of the matter.9 or

(ii) make recommendations to one or more adherents to this Code, or
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(iii) authorize ohe or mars adherents to this Code to suspiod obligations.
tuder this Code in respect of-okae or more adherents.

(d) For the puzposes of action under paragraph 2 of Article XXIII, adherents
agree that Aherents may invoke obligations under this Code02

22. Final provisions

(a) (i) This Code shall be open for adherence to all contracting parties
to the General Agreement, andto the European Economic Commnity.
It shall enter into force on the thirtieth day following the day
on which fx of the above-mentioned parties, including those listed
in Annex 2, shall have adhered to it.

(ii) Contracting parties may adhere in respect of those territories for
which they have international responsibility in accordance with the
provisions of Article XXVI:5(a) and (b) of GATT, provided that GATT
is being applied in respect of sch territories3

(b) This Code shall become effective for each adherent on the day it enters
into force in accordance with Section 22(a), or on the thirtieth day after the
adherent concerned has adhered to it, whichever is the later.

1One delegation proposed that the whole of Section 21(c) be replaced by the
following text:

"The Chairman of the Committee for Preventing Technical Barriers to Trade
shall appoint in consultations with the adherents concerned a Panel which
shall promptly investigate any matter referred to the Committee under
Section 21(b) above and may as part of the investigation, consult with any
contracting party or with any competent body. After the investigation is
complete, the Panel may:

(i) make a statement concerning the facts of the matter, or
(Ui) make recommendations to the adherents concerned.

The Panel shall report the results of its action to the Committee for
Preventing Technical Barriers to Trade."

Some delegations said that it was premature to include Section 21(c)(iii) in
the text.

2Some delegations proposed that Section 21(d) be deleted.

3Some delegations reserved their position on the proviso in Section 22(a) (ii).
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(a) The text of this Code shall be deposited with the Director-General to
the CONTRACTING PARTIES to the General Agreement on Terriffs and Trade, who will
promptly furnish a certified copy thereof to all contracting parties and
adherents, and will also informall contracting parties of the date when the
Code enters into fo.rceand of the names of all adherents. The English and French
texts of the Code shall be of equal validity.

(d) Amendments to this Code and Annexes thereto may be proposed by any
adherent to this Code. Amendments shall become effective-in respect of adherents
accepting them upon acceptance: by at least two thirds of all adherents and
thereafter for other adherents upon acceptance.

(e) Any adherent may withdraw from this Code. The withdrawal shall take
effect upon the expiration of six months from the day on which written notice of
withdrawal is received by the Director-General to the COKTRTING PARTIES to the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade.1

(f) Nothing in this Code shall be-construed as detracting from the rights
and obligations of adherents under the General Agreement.

'The Working Group did not examine the consequences of a withdrawal for the
rights of remaining adherents.
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ANNEX1

Definitions

The terms regarding standards and quality assurance are used in a variety of
senses in different contexts and by different organizations. For the purpose of
this instrument, the following terms have the meanings given below.

1. "Standard"

The term "standard" means any specification which lays down some or all of
the properties of a product in terms of quality, purity, nutritional value,
performance, dimensions, or other characteristics. It in-cludes, where applicable,
test methods, and specifications concerning testing, packaging, marking or
labelling to the extent that they affect products rather than processes, It
excludes standards which are prepared for use by a single enterprise, whether
governmental, semi-governmental or non-governmental, either for its own production
or purchasing purposes.1

Mandatorfts standard"

This is a standard with which it is obligatory to comply by virtue of an
action by an authority endowed with the necessary legal power. The term includes
the associated administrative revisions.2

3. "Voluntary standards'

This is a standard with which there is no legal obligation to comply.

4. International standard"

This is a standard adopted by an international standards body as defined
below. The term is not limited to documents described as "standards".

5, "Central -government bobt "

This term means the central government, its ministries and departments cr
any body subject to the control of the central government .in respect of the
activity in question. In the case of the European Economic Community the provisions
governing central government bodies /woul7 apply.

1The term "standard" as used in this Code has a wider meaning than in
customary us.'g.e.

2
The term "mandatory standard'1 is used to embrace what would normally be

described as technical regulation.
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6. "Localgovernment body

This term means a government body which is not subject to the control of the
central government in respect of the aciivity in question, such as

(i) the authorities of States, Provinces, Lander, Cantons, etc. in the
case of a federal or decentralized system, and

(ii) local government authorities.

7 "Regulatory body"

This term means any central or local government body or any other body- which
has legal power to enforce a mandatory standard. This may or may not be the same
body which prepared or adopted the standard,

8. "Voluntary standards body"

This term means any non-governmental organization which prepares voluntary
standards for public use. Some of these are national standards bodies as defined
below.

9. "National standards body"

This term means a nationally recognized standards body which is, or is
eligible to become, a member of non-governmental international standards bodies.

10. "International standards body"

This term means any international organization of recognized standing,
whether governmental or non-governmental, which prepares standards, and which
admits the relevant bodies in all adherents to participate in the preparation of
such standards.

11. "Regional standards body"

This term means any international organization, whether governmental or
non-governmental, which prepares standards, and which does not admit the relevant
bodies in all adherents to participate in the preparation of such standards.

12. "Determination of 'conformity with standards"'

"Conformity with a standard" means that the actual performance or properties
of a product satisfy the performance or properties which are specified in the
relevant standard.
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13. Administrative procedures"

This term means the overall administrative procedures-required to ascertain
whether or not products conform to a standard9 It may include administrative
arrangements for controlling the t'xequency and location of tests, for carrying
out tests and for supervising the control of quality by producers.

1a.."Harmonized standards"

This term means standard of different countries or organizations the
technical content of which is substantially the same.

15. lit assurance bod,"

An organization or person, governmental or non-governmental. independent of
the producer or supplier, which provides assurances that prodncbts conform to the
standard in question or information on which a decision as to conformity wAth the
standard can be taken.

Atformal arrangement having its onm rules of procedure and management under
which one or more quality assurance bodies provide an assurance that products
approved or certified under the system conform to the requirements of the standard
in question.

17. "International quality assurance sstem"

A quality assurance system, whether governmental or non-governmental, under
which two or more quality assurance bodies in different countries provide an
assurance of conformity with harmonized standards and the membership of which is
open to the relevant bodies in all adherents.

This term has the same meaning as "international quality assurance system"
except that an arrangement is not based on harmonized standards.

19. "Regional 2ualiassurance system"

A quality assurance system, whether governmental or non-governmental, under
which two or more quality assurance bodies in different countries provide an
assurance of conform..ty writh harmonized standards and the membership of which is
not open to the relevant bodies in all. adherents.

20. 1Reion oualit assurance arralement"

This term has the same meaning as "regional quality assurance system". except
that an arrangement is not based on harmonized standards.
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21. "Membership in a quality assurance systemor arrangement"

This term means that an adherent or a regulatory body or a quality assurance
body in the territory of an adherent haI the same rights and obligations as any
of the other adherents, regulatory bodies or quality assurstace bodies under the
rules of 'the system or arrangement, includilg, the rights of participating in,
and management of the system or arrangement, and of formulating or amending its
rules.

22. "Participationin a quality assurance systemor arrangement"

This term means that an adherent oz' a regulatory body oir. quality asstLuance
body in the territory of an adherent has:

(i) the same rights to fu-nish evidence of conformity of products wiith
particular randator'y oxrvoluntary standards and have it accepted,
as members o'L the system or arrangement and

(ii) the sa-me obligations to aaempt such evidence itself, as members of
the system or arrangement.
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ANNEX2
List of Contracting Parties Referred to inSection 22(e)

[To be added]
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Appendux 2 /Appendice2

DEFINITIONS

adopted b the Thlird MeetiniQzQf Government c L ResonQible for
darEdizationl Poliici -s (14l Jun lt2

DEFINITIONS

trs'loisieuerdo des fonionneouentaux
C rs esDol .tis d n-rim-i atonn 1974)

The definitions given below are intended
primarily to facilitate the work of the
Economic commission for Europe for the
removal of barriers to international trade
arising from lack of harmonization of
standards and international application of
standards. The Third Heeting of Governrment
Officials agreed at the same time that it is
of considerable importance that harmoni-
zation of definitions is achieved at the
international level; the hope was ex-pressed
therefore that the relevant international
organizations - in their activities
regarding definitions - would take into
account the definitions adopted.

Agreement was aJ.so reached at the
Third Meeting of Government Officials in
connexion with the formulation of the
definition .57 "Certification system",
that governments should be recommended to
take appropriate aaeasures so that the rules
of procedure and of management of such
systems be available to the public.

Los definitions reproduites ci-apre's
visenlt essentiellerment a faciliter les
travaux de la Co=,ission economique pour
l'Europe en ce qui concerne l.e'liinnation
des obstacles au commerce international dus
a un manque dtharraonisation des normies et
de leur application international. La.
trolsiemc Rounion de fonctionnaires
intornationaux a consid6r6, par ailleurs,
qu'il 6tait de la plus haute importance
d'harmoniser les definitions au niveau
international; elle a donc exprime
l'espoir quo les organisations inter-
na.tionales pertinentes dans leurs
travaux de mise au point des definitions -
tiendraient compte des definitions adoptees,

I1 a egalement ete convenu a la
troisieme R4eunion de fonctionnaires
gouvernementaux, 'a propos de la formu-
lation de la definition r7 "Systkme de
certification", qulil serait reconmande
aux gouvernements de prendre des measures
appropriees afin que les regles de
procedure et de gestion des systemes en
question soient niises a la disposition
du public.

1Originally issued as ECE/STAD/1/4Annex l/Diffuse' 'a l'origine sous la cote
ECE/STAD/14, annexe 1.
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Din Joc.mern. which contains egislat ve,
e~ at~r:. )r a...nistrative rand wh;..!.

a: anc Pu, ClShed by ar. aluthlty i'&-i
.w tr t'de r.ecessary power.

necnLlca.' soecificatior,

A doc urnen whlc.- .ays :-ri cc:aracteristlcs vf a
prxdit r a service suh as 'evels of quality,
performance, safety, dimensions. It may inc. aE
termir.clog,, symbols, -estJng ana reset methods,
packafyinr, marking or abelling requirements.
A teichnicai specification may also take the ferm
f a o3e oi practice.

L Sstandard

A technica' speci'icaton or other document
available tc; the public, drawn up with 'he
c-peratlon dnldu consensus or general approval of
all interests affected by it based on the consclidatec
results of Zcience, technology and experience, aimea
at the promotion. of optimum. community benefits and
approved by a body recognized on the national, :egiorii
or international level.

,cte 1: A technical specification whicK i os
satisfy all the conditions given in the
definition may sometimes be called by other names,
for example: "recommendation".

Note 2: In somie languages the word "standard" is
ften used wth another meaning than in t hi

defin:.tion, and in ouch cases .it may refeer to a
technical specificaion which does not. satisfy all
the conditions ,-iven in the definition, for
example: companyy standard".

[ 4 7 Teclurcal regulation

A regulation contaj.:ing or referring to a starward
s ectnical specification.

:ote: A technical rek-ilation may be supplemented
by techn.oal gaidanoe which outlines some waytc;)
to filfil the regulation.

[i 7 gl~nqnt

Document de caractere obligatoire qyi contient des
Dispositions l6gislativesa, reglementaires ou qdn._J.-
tratives e: )ui a 6te adopt et public par n1 orea:.,.
l6gal d6tenteur des pouvoirs ne-cessaires a cet cff'-.

_22 3p6cification technique

Document o6finisssr.t les caracttristiques requires
d~un produit ou d'un service telles que les niveaux
de quality ou de performance, la security, les
dimensirons. 3e document peut comprendre des prescrip-
tions concernant la terminologies les symbols, les
essais et methodes dlessai, l'emballage, le marouage
ou l'dtiquetage. Une specification technique peut
aussi prendre la former d'un code de bonne pratiq:ue.

[3_j t~rm

Specification technique ou autre document accessible
au public, 6tabli avec la cooperation et par le
consensus ou Itapprobation generale de toutes les
parties interesstes, fonds suir les resultats con-
jugues de la science, de la technologies et de l'expe-
rience, visant h 1lavantage optimal de la communaut6
dnns son ensemble et approuv6 par un organism
qualifi4 sur le plan national, regional ou inter-
national.
Note 1 : ne specification technique correspondent a
toutes les conditions de la definition peut parfeis
8tre d6sign6e par dtautres ternes, par exe:ple
"recommandation".

Note 2 : Dans certaines langues le mot "nor.-e" est
souvent utilis4 dans un sens qui dife're de celui
donnd dans cette definition et peut viser, dans ce
cas, une specification technique no r6pondunt pas a
toutes les conditions de cette d6finition, par
example : "nrorme d'entreprise".

f42 Reglpmcnt technique

Reglenent contenant one norme ou une specification
technique ou se ref6rant a one norme ou a one
specification technique.
iLote : Jn reglement technique peut etre complete par
une indicnation technique concernant la ou les fragons
de remnlir les conditions d'un reglament.
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Harmonized standards

Standards of the same scope that have been approved
by different standardizing bodies and which are
other technically identical or recognized as technically
equivalent in practice.

to: Harmonization of standards is generally carried
ut .r order to prevent or eliminate technical barriers

crade in the region of the world in which they are
applied.

c Mandatory standard

A standard of which the application has been made
nndnatory by a regulation.

Reference to standaxds

A method of drafting a regulation in such a way
that a detailed statement of technical specifications
is replaced in the text by referring to one or more
standard: .

L S Reference to Dta isrds by exact identification

A method of reference to standards by designating one
Dr ijore specific standards in such a way that later
revisions of the standard or standards will not be
applied unless the regulation is modified.

Note: The standard is usually designated by its title,
number and edition or date.

L 9 3 Reference to standards by undated identification

A method of reference to standards by designating onc or
more specific standards in such a way that later
revisions of the standard or standards will be applied
without the necessity of modifying the regulation.

Note: The standard is usually designated only by its
.,tie and number.

5-7 Nonnes hamm iei

Normes ayant le m ne objet, qui ont ete approuvees
par differents zrganismes a activities norma Gives et
qu.i sont techniquement identiques ou reconnues comme
techniquement equivalentes dans la pratique.

Note : Ltharmonisation des nomes est generalement
6tablie pour prevenir ou eliminer les obstacles
techniques autx changes dans la region du nionde oui
elles sont applicables,

[6] Nomne oblizatoire

Normo dont ltapplication a ete rendue obligatoire
par un reglement..

[7]BE frece aux n

Mode de redaction d un-reglement consistent a remplacer
dans le texte lenoncg detaille de specifications
techniques par une reference a une ou plusieurs
normes.

[ 8] Regfrence aux noses avec identification rigide

IMode de reference aux normes designant une ou plusieurs
normes deteanindes, dans des conditions telles que
les revisicns ulterieures de la ou des normes ne sont
applicables que si le reglonent est modifi4.

Note : La nome est g6neralement designee par son titre,
son mumdro et ca date ou edition.

[ 9] RMfrence aux nosmes avec identification
glispante

Mode de reference aux normes designant une ou plusieurs
normes determinees, dans des conditions telles que les
revisions ulterieures de la ou des normes sont appli-
cables de droit dans le reglement.

La norme nest gen6ralement designee que par
son titre et son numero.
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I r ;oni d standard3

Stari.lar.r- -fth.' oame rcoe that have boan approved
by i nw 5tar.cardizing bodies and which are
eit)h-, t.^chnicalry iJantical cr recognized as technically
caui nt in pract ice.

je: '.aunonizatlcn of standards is Ear.erally carrieO.
i::t osior-ir tc p.ievent or tlizinate tec ical barriers

trade ui the re.iori tf the world in wuach t".er are
apple .OJ -

6 Mar.dato j standard

A _tnrdard cf *r -h the application has been made
[mandiatory by a re! ulation.

7 R flrence to standards

A ne-t!cd cf drafting a regulation in such a way
that a detailed statement ot' technical specifications

rep'accd It. the text by referring to one or more
[;tan-dai.3

L 3 ] Reference to standards by exact identification

A metf-. d of reference to standards by designating one
or mtc- Ore tfj standards in such a way that later
revisions& uf the standard or standards will not be
appe-ec n'ness the regulation is modified.

Not-:: The standard is usually.designated by its title,
numoer and edition or date.

9 ] Reference to standards by undated identification

A method or reference t' standards by desigxating one or
m sres ecific standardis in such a way that later
revisions ^. the standard or standards wil.] be applied
without thic necesuity of mcd-.Iying the regulation.

Note: The dard is usually designated only by its
title an :;;.mberr.

[527 ! nMes ha onin es

Nores 'ayant lc 'acne objet, qui ont .t> anurcuvees
par di.ferents organize i actiVi's,'.s nonmatives et
quti sent techniquetiei~t 'dentiques ot; recornues caorre
techniquemnent equivalentes dans la pratique.

Note: Ltharmonisation des no:oes cst gen6ra mnent
6tablie pour prevenir ou 6lininer lec o'st~acleo
techniques dUX c6(haiges dans la rd7o_,: du .onde ou
ellas sont applicable.

f62 Norme obligntoire

Norme dont application a Adt rendue obligatoire
par un rbglement.

Z7J P ferenceauxnaux es

Mode de redaction d'un reglesient consistent a reaplacer
dans le texte l&nonc6feetailed de specifications
techniques par une rei~rence a wtie ou plusieurs
noznes.

[83 Mfirence lux rnoram..es r.rec iVerntificstior rif"Ija

Mode de r'e'erece aux norr..s ddsignant une ou plusicur3
nonaos determin~es, dans des conditior.s teller quo
les revisions uolt6ricures de la ou des nomes ne sont
pplicables quo si le reglerent est amodifi .

_lote : La norme est g4ndralmuent desigsne Dar son titre,
son nten6ro et sa date ou edition.

Z99 7 Rfrence aux nor.es avec identification
viiesante

MSode de r6fdrece rux rnoes d6snirant une ou plusieutrs
nomnes dttermin~es, dans des conditions tclles que les
revisions ultgrietires ae la ou des names sont appli-
Nbles de droit dans le reglerJent.

X'ote: La noomo nWest g3n6raleaent dGsig ee que par
son titre et son nirr.6ro.
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[16 ] Regionalstegardizing body

A standardizing body whooe membership is usually
limited to certain countries from a given region
of .-he world.

3 nationall standard

A standard adopted by a national standards body.

1 International standard

A standard adopted by an international standards
organization or in certain cases a technical
specification adopted by an international standardizing
body .

[9 ] Regional standard

A standard adopted by a regional standards
organization or in certain cases a technical
speedificatiQn adopted by a regional standardizing
body.

L 20 Conformity with standards or
technical specifications

The conformity cf a product or a service with all
the requirements of specific standards or
ttchnical specifications.

[ 21 ] AdkInistrative procedures -or determining
conformity

The administrative measures needed to determine
whether or not a product or a service is in
Conformity with specific standards or technical
specifications. It may include administrative
arrangements frc controlling the frequency and
location of testing for carrying out tests and
fcr supervising the control of quality by
producers.

L 22 j Certificate of confornity

A document attesting that a product or a service
is in conformity with specific standards or
cchnical specifications.

[ 163 frjgisumi rjaioal k sacjiitd nonmatives

Osgan'sme bi activities normatives reserve en general
B curtains paye appartenaut a une region determine
du monde.

[1737 Nsomge nsional}e

Norme adoptse par un organism national de
nommalisation.

f318327rme intpriatim-a-ie

Morse adoptde par une organisation international
de normalization ou, dans certain cas, specification
technique adoptee par un organism international a
activits.s normatlves.

[r1937 Nor or le

Norme adopte'e par tine organisation regionale de
normaLisation ou, dans certain cas, specification
tednique adoptee par un organisme regional a
activities normatives.

ao c20mite aux es oti a spcifications

Conformiet d'un produit ou dtun service a toutes
lee exigences de norMcs ou de spdoificationa
techniques d6temin6es.

[ j:2cj.%3rgn AdrAiitrtjves &e reconnaissance

Measures administratives necossaires pour 6tablir si
un product ott service est conform ou non a des
normes ou spAcifications techniques ddtermindes.
Plles peuvent comprendre lee dispositions adminis-
tratives relatives I is fr6quence, le lieu et
l'sir6cunion des essais et le contr8le de quality
effectui par les producteurs.

f[223 Certiiat d.e coL t

Document attestant qu'un produit ou un service eat
conforne a des normes ou ai des specifications
techniques determinees.
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23 ] Mark of conformity

aar' a'LoctLng that a product or a service is in

.i.ispecificr -standards or technical

- . I"l, fonls.

1 Cotnfcrm i .'y ',sn-tif.cata4ion.

.:.. .crtify ng by means of a certificate of
*--'crn. Dr. maurk of confLxmitv that a product or

|1. i: n nzwty with specific standards or

.avinig !'ts own rales of procedure and

-,..~agn~i'~l:u'ra>rrying out Conformity

*~i'a n.

IlMtional certification system

crc'.ain nsysteo organized and managed by a

w.vetrnor.'a2 .r nrn-gvcrninental body on a

[ 27 Lntornational certification s~etem

Ceti1 at ion ;system of'ganized and managed by a

j ver,.ment al or non-goverraental international
n whose membership is open to all countries

a8 ReGional certificattun ysttem

C.-rtifcrcti(,r. system organized and mranVd by a

a~verrcito-nl or nvQi-governmental regional
_nni.Lation whose membership is usually limited

u -:>r ain cotuntries frcrm a given region of the world.

A 0d b. the roul2 of oerts

Lertification governmental body,

or other independent and impartial body
meeting the needs of all parties
interested In the functioning of the
ertification systeu, possessing the

necessary competence and reliability to
operate a certification system.

Thir -arycertification sms-tm. A

¢crti±'ication system managed by a certi-

fication body or under its surveillance.

Self-aertbiri tion. A forsn of conformity
er cai n .n waiich one or no" manu-
facture' are responsible for conformity
certification of their products with no
surveillance from any certification body.

EGE doo nt STAND/O.l/5,
paragraph 32.

[233 Yaraue de confcnmitd

Mnrue attestant qulun produit ou un service est
conforne a des nornies ou a dcc sn6cifications
techniques ddtermninges.

[2]7 Certificition de conformit6

Acti n ay-Lut pour objet do certif-r ai rnoy.en d'mn
certificat de conformity ou :e marauc dc conformnit4
qu'un produit cu tin service -;t.. co-rSonle hdua s nor:cs
ou a des speciflcationrs techniques d6tcnninzes.

[253_ ScYtv e de certification

Systi3re ayant ses propres r%_;cs dc urocedure et de
gestion, destine a op6rcr la cert.i"ication de
conformity.

[26; Svstj~e national de cortificntion

SyrstAe de certification orgdhnir et gere pal"un
organiane ogourernenental ou-fnor.G;uzerre.e.en trl
au niveau . uenet

Z[27_7 Sy s eme international de certification

Systie de cert. fiction orgacnisa e- g6re par une
organisation international, gouvernenentale ou non
gouverneaientale, ouverte a tous les nays du monde.

[28]7 ~t~me regional de certification

3ystine e certification organicd et gerc par-une
organisation regionale, Cn;overnemcnrtae ou norn rouver-
nanentale, r6serv6 en ger.4ral ih certd:Lne pays appar-
tenant a une region ddteiriince du mronde.

D3dfinit~iona adopt es ar le Groupe

(27-2 invier 1 9775)

nisme de certification. Organisme

gouvornemental, ou organisme. ±ndipen4 t
impartial repondant aux besoins de toutes
let parties intgressdes au fonctionnement du
system de certification, qui possede la
competence et la fiabilit6 n6cessaires pour
gerer un systeme de certification.

Stbmew de certification Dar une tierce
partie. Systeme de certification gere par
un organisms do certification ou sous sa
surveillance.

Autertifition. Forme de certification
d1 n7rite dpres laquelle u-n ou
plusieeurs fabricants sont responsables de
la certification de conformity de leurs
produits sans surveillance de la part d 'un
organism quelconque de certification.

Document de la CEE STAND/GE.1/5,
paragraphe 32.
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TRADE AND CUSTOMS REGULATIONS

MARKS OF ORIGIN

Recommendation of 21 November 1958

Considering that in Article IX of the General Agreement the contracting
parties recognize that, in adopting and enforcing laws and regulations relating
to marksof origin, the difficulties and inconveniences which such measures
may cause to the commerce and industry of exporting countries should be reduced
to a minimum and that they have agreed on certain basic principles for the
carrying out of this idea;

FASD'Reproduced from. BISD - Seventh Supplement pages 30-33.
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Considering that it would facilitate the attainment of the objectives of
the General Agreement if the CONTRACTING PARTIES were to agree on
certain rules which would further reduce the difficulties and inconveniences
which marking regulations may cause to the commerce and industry of
the exporting country; and

Considering that nothing in this recommendation should be under-
stood to prevent a country

(a) from applying more liberal provisions, or
(b) from accepting, but not requiring, other types of marking than

that contained in the recommendation,

The CONTRACTING PARTS

Recommend the adoption of the following rules on marks or origin:

1. Countries should scrutinize carefully their existing laws and regulations
with a view to reducing as far as they possibly can the number of cases
in which marks of origin are required, and to limit the requirement of
marks of origin to cases where such marks are indispensable for the infor-
mation of the ultimate purchaser.

2. The requirement of marks of origin should not be applied in a way
which leads to a general application to all imported goods, but should be
limited to cases where such a marking is considered necessary.

3. If marks of origin are required, any method of legible and conspicuous
marking should be accepted which will remain on the article until it reaches
the ultimate purchaser.

4. The national provisions concerning marks of origin should not contain
any other obligation than the obligation to indicate the origin of the
imported product.

S. Countries should accept as a satisfactory marking the indication of the
name of the country of origin in the English language introduced by the
words " made in ".

6. Commonly-used abbreviations, which unmistakably indicate the coun-
try of origin, such as " UK" arnd " USA", should be considered a satis-
factory replacement for the full name of the country concerned.
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7. Marking should not be required on containers of articles properly
marked if they are not designed to be sold with the product, or are used
for transport purposes only.

8. Marking on the container should be accepted in lieu of the marking
of the product in the following cases:

(a) if this type of marking is customarily considered satisfactory;
(b) if the type of packing makes it impossible for the ultimate pur-

chaser to open it without damaging the goods;
(c) in the case of goods which, because of their nature, are normally

sold in sealed containers;
(d) in cases where a marking of the goods shipped in a container is

impossible, such as in the case of liquids and gas, or other products that
cannot be marked.

9. Imports for non-commercial personal use should be exempted from
the marking requirement, including imports which are enumerated in the
national customs laws in that context, such as imports of goods in conse-
quence of inheritances, trousseaux, etc. and which are freed from duties
in many countries.

10. Original objets d'art should be free from the marking requirement.

11. Goods in transit and goods while in bond or otherwise under customs
control, for the purposes of temporary duty-free admission, should be
free from the marking requirement.

12. Countries should make provisions that in exceptional cases the
application of a mark of origin should be permitted under customs super-
vision in the importing country.

13. The re-exportation of products which cannot be marked under customs
supervision should be permitted without penalty.

14. Penalties should not be imposed in contradiction to paragraph 5 of
Article IX of the General Agreement, i.e. for failure to comply with mark-
ing requirements prior to the importation unless corrective marking is
unreasonably delayed or deceptive marks have been affixed or the required
marking has been intentionally omitted.

15. When a government introduces a system of marking, or makes it
compulsory for a new product, reasonable notice should be given before
the new provisions enter into force, and there should be adequate publicity
for the new regulations, in conformity with the provisions of Article X
of the General Agreement.
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16. The exporting countries which encounter difficulties due to the fact
that an importing country is not in a position to comply with any one.
of the above recommendations may request consultation with the import-
ing country in the sense of the provisions of Article XXII of the General
Agreement with a view to the possible removal of the difficulties encountered
and importing countries should accept any such request.

The CONTRAMcNO PARTIES finally
Understand that no country shall be obliged to alter:
(a) any provision protecting the " truth " of marks, including trade

marks and trade descriptions, aiming to ensure that the content of such
marks is in conformity with the real situation;

(b) any provision which requires the addition of a mark of origin
in cases where the imported products bear a trade mark being or purporting
to be a name or trade mark of any manufacturer, dealer or trader of the
importing country; and

Invite all countries to report to the GATT secretariat all changes in
their legislation, rules and regulations concerning marks of origin in order
to be permanently available for consultation. These reports, including
the original texts, should be transnmtted as early as possible and at any
rate before I September each year.


